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Within the context of sinusoidal modeling, a new method for the interpolation of sinusoidal
components is proposed. It is shown that autoregressive modeling of the amplitude and
frequency parameters of these components allows us to interpolate missing audio data real-
istically, especially in the case of musical modulations such as vibrato or tremolo. The
problem of phase discontinuity at the gap boundaries is also addressed. Finally, an original
algorithm for the interpolation of a missing region of a whole set of sinusoids is presented.
Objective and subjective tests show that the quality is improved significantly compared to
common sinusoidal and temporal interpolation techniques of missing audio data.

0 INTRODUCTION

The sinusoidal model [1], [2] provides a high-quality
representation of pseudostationary sounds. Therefore this
model is used widely for many musical audio processing
purposes such as musical sound processing [3]–[5] and
audio coding [6], [7]. Parameters of the sinusoidal model
are extracted from the original sound in a frame-based
manner, and a sound that is close to the original one can be
synthesized from the extracted parameters.

The problem of missing information about sinusoids
can occur at both sides of the sinusoidal analysis and syn-
thesis procedure. During the analysis some gaps in the
original signal may have been introduced by another mod-
ule, for example, a module of detection and removal of clicks
or transients. During the synthesis, sinusoidal parameters
may not be available. For example, in a stream-based audio
coding application, some frame packets may be unavailable
at the time they are needed for the synthesis. In both cases,
information about the sinusoids is available before and after
the gap and can be exploited to interpolate the evolution of
the partials within the missing region.

Let a gap start at frame index n1 and end at frame index
n2, corrupting a set of sinusoids S. The aim of the algo-
rithm described in this paper is to interpolate S during the
gap. As shown in Fig. 1, the set B represents sinusoids
existing before the gap and ending at frame n1. The set A
represents sinusoids existing after the gap and beginning at
frame n2. Only the sinusoids of these two sets will be
considered for the interpolation of the gap.

The block diagram in Fig. 1(a) describes the four-step
algorithm used to interpolate the missing region. The pre-
dicted frequencies and amplitudes in the missing region
are computed for each sinusoid of the two sets [Fig. 1(b)].
According to these predicted parameter sets B̂ and Â, some
sinusoids of B are matched to sinusoids of A. These
matched sinusoids then become sinusoids with a missing
region [dashed lines in Fig. 1(c)]. This missing region is
interpolated using the predicted parameters of the two
matched sinusoids. Next, unmatched sinusoids (terminat-
ing or beginning with open dots) are extrapolated in the
missing region according to their predicted parameters us-
ing a specific technique. The interpolated set of sinusoids
Ŝ is plotted in Fig. 1(c).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
The sinusoidal model and the limitation of existing in-
terpolation methods are presented in Section 1. The use
of autoregressive (AR) modeling for the prediction of
the amplitude and frequency parameters of a sinusoid
in a missing region is presented in Section 2. Section 3
describes the matching of sinusoids from both sides of
the missing region and introduces the use of the predict-
ed parameters to enhance the matching of modulated
sinusoids. Next an original method for interpolating
the missing parameters of a partial is introduced in Section
4 and is followed by objective and subjective evaluations
of this interpolation method. The extrapolation of un-
matched sinusoids is presented in Section 5. Finally an
algorithm for the interpolation of a whole set of sinusoids
in a missing region that makes use of these concepts is
compared in Section 6 to known sinusoidal and temporal
techniques.*Manuscript received 2004 December 6; revised 2005 July 28.
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1 SINUSOIDAL MODELING

Sinusoidal modeling aims at representing a sound signal
as a sum of sinusoids of given amplitudes, frequencies,
and phases. For stationary pseudoperiodic sounds these
amplitudes and frequencies evolve slowly and continu-
ously with time, controlling a set of pseudosinusoidal os-
cillators commonly called partials. (This term will be pre-
ferred to sinusoid during the remainder of this paper.) The
audio signal s can be calculated from the additive param-
eters using Eqs. (1) and (2),

s�t� = �
p=1

P

Ap�t� cos ��p�t�� (1)

�p�t� = �p�0� + 2� �
0

t
fp�u� du (2)

where P is the number of partials and the functions fp, Ap,
and �p are the instantaneous frequency, amplitude, and
phase of the pth partial, respectively. The P triplets (fp, Ap,
�p) are the parameters of the additive model and represent
points in the frequency–amplitude plane at time t.

Although potential applications are numerous, few
people have paid attention to the interpolation issue. Quat-
ieri and Danisewicz [8] propose an algorithm to interpo-
late overlapping harmonics for the purpose of separating
two speech signals. The amplitude is interpolated linearly,
and cubic interpolation is used for the phase. The fre-

quency can be found by the differentiation of the cubic
phase polynomial. Although this strategy was originally
designed for intraframe parameter interpolation for syn-
thesis purposes [1], this method shows good results for
gaps of lengths from 20 to 100 ms during stationary re-
gions of speech sounds. Later on Maher [9] proposed an
algorithm to interpolate a whole set of sinusoids with an
approximation of missing audio data based on the same
principles.

This interpolation method based on a polynomial inter-
polation of the parameters of the partials preserves the
harmonic relation among partials together with the enve-
lope of the sound. Yet modulations of the parameters of
the partials are not taken into account. For example, the
frequency of a partial having natural vibrato is a sinusoid
in the time–frequency plane of about 4-Hz frequency.
Since the phase polynomial is cubic, the resulting inter-
polation of the frequency is a quadratic polynomial. A
sinusoid is approximated correctly by a quadratic polyno-
mial for less than a quarter of a period. The use of such an
interpolation scheme for frequency and phase parameters
is limited to segments up to 60 ms. Similarly, if we want
to handle natural tremolo, the use of linear interpolation is
limited to segments of up to 20 ms.

According to Bregman [10] these modulations should
be considered, because such modulations play an impor-
tant role in sound perception: “Small fluctuations in fre-
quency occur naturally in the human voice and in musical

Fig. 1. (a) Block diagram of proposed interpolation algorithm. (b) Left, original set of sinusoids S and right, sets of sinusoids (A and
B) used during the interpolation process. (c) Interpolated set of sinusoids S.
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instruments. The fluctuations are not often very large,
ranging from less than 1 percent for a clarinet tone to
about 1 percent for a voice trying to hold a steady pitch,
with larger excursions of as much as 20 percent for the
vibrato of a singer. Even the smaller amounts of frequency
fluctuation can have potent effects on the perceptual
grouping of the components’ harmonics.” Although Breg-
man only talks about frequency modulations, amplitude
modulations are important too.

Comments of the experts who performed the listening
test presented in Section 4.5 confirmed this assertion. The
missing region interpolated using the polynomial scheme
was perceived as many simple tones and not as a complex
one. As a result, the interpolated part was perceived as
artificial. To achieve a more natural interpolation, one
needs an interpolation method able to preserve these
modulations of the frequency and the amplitude of partials
in the missing region.

Linear prediction has proven successful for digital audio
restoration [11]. Given the AR modeling of parts of the
signal before and after the degradation, linearly predicted
extrapolations can be added to interpolate the degraded
part of the signal (see [12], [13] for further details). Con-
sidering that evolutions of the amplitude and frequency
parameters of the partials are time signals too—although
with a much lower sampling rate—a similar strategy can
be used for the extrapolation and interpolation of ampli-
tudes and frequencies of the partials.

2 PREDICTING EVOLUTION OF THE PARTIALS

Let Pi and Pj denote partials of the B and A sets,
respectively,

Pi = �Pi�n�, n = n1 − li + 1, ���, n1� (3)

Pj = �Pj�n�, n = n2, ���, n2 + lj − 1� (4)

Pk�n� = �fk�n�, Ak�n�, �k�n��, for all k (5)

where li and lj are the lengths of Pi and Pj respectively, and
Pk(n) is the triplet of instantaneous parameters of the par-
tial Pk at frame n.

Let P̂i and P̂j denote the predicted amplitude and fre-
quency of the partials of the B and A sets during the
missing region,

P̂i = �P̂i�n1 + k�, k = 1, ���, n2 − n1 − 1� (6)

P̂j = �P̂j�n2 − k��, k� = 1, ���, n2 − n1 − 1� (7)

P̂k�n� = �f̂k�n�, Âk�n��, for all k (8)

where P̂k(n) is a couple of instantaneous predicted param-
eters since the phase will not be predicted, but deduced
from the frequency. These parameters should be computed
using a relevant method, chosen according to the charac-
teristics of the evolutions of the amplitude and frequency
parameters. These evolutions in the time–frequency and
time–amplitude planes can be constant, increasing or de-
creasing exponentially (portamento in the time–frequency
plane) or sinusoidal (vibrato in the time–frequency plane
and tremolo in the time–amplitude plane).

We propose that these parameters can be modeled by an
AR model [14], [15], and linear prediction (LP) is used in
order to predict the parameters of the partials in the miss-
ing region. In LP the current sample x(n) is approximated
by a linear combination of past samples of the input signal,

x̂�n� = �
h=1

�

aK�h�x�n − h� (9)

where K is the order of the LP model. We are then looking
for a vector aK that minimizes the power of the prediction
error,

E = �
n=1

N

�x�n� − x̂�n��2 (10)

Supposing that a vector aK minimizing the power of the
prediction error of the frequencies of Pi is known, the
frequencies and amplitudes of P̂i are computed by infinite
impulse response filtering of the frequencies and ampli-
tudes of Pi [see Fig. 5(b)]. The same strategy is applied to
the partial Pj, except that the two extrapolations are done
backward [see Fig. 5(c)].

As it will be demonstrated, this extrapolation scheme is
able to preserve the modulations of the parameters of the
partials in the missing region. However, the predictions of
the frequencies of the partials of a harmonic source are
computed separately. The proposed prediction scheme
also preserves harmonicity provided that the partials of B
and A are estimated correctly. Let us consider a set of
partials with harmonically related frequencies. The funda-
mental is denoted by P0 and the harmonics by Pr, with r >
0. The frequencies of the harmonics verify

Fr(n) � (r + 1)F0(n). (11)

To predict the evolution of the frequencies of these par-
tials, we consider LP coefficients for each harmonic
ar

K (h) computed using Fr(n) as observations. Because of
Eq. (11) and the scale invariance of LP coefficients [16],
we have ar

K � a0
K. Thus the harmonicity constraint is

preserved,

F̂r(n) � (r + 1) F̂0(n). (12)

2.1 Linear Prediction Methods
The challenge in linear prediction is to choose a well-

suited method to minimize the error E, given N past
samples—considered as observations—and the model or-
der K. In this section three methods are described out of
many: the autocorrelation method, the covariance method,
and the Burg method. Only the method retained is detailed
so that it can be implemented easily; the reader is invited
to refer to [17], [16] for a complete description of the
others. The choice among these three methods is driven by
specific constraints: only few observed samples are avail-
able and the estimated LP coefficients have to be suitable
for extrapolation.

The autocorrelation method minimizes the forward pre-
diction error power on an infinite support. In practice the
signal is finite. Samples of the x(n) process that are not
observed are then set to zero, and observed samples are
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windowed in order to minimize the discontinuity at the
boundaries. As a consequence, this method requires N > >
K to be effective.

Alternatively, the LP coefficients can be estimated on a
finite support with the covariance method. This method
minimizes the forward prediction error power on a finite
support. Since no zeroing of the data is necessary, this
method is a good candidate for coefficient estimation of a
process having few observed samples. Unfortunately this
method should be avoided for data extrapolation because it
can lead to filters that are not minimum phase, that is, the
estimated poles are not guaranteed to lie within the unit
circle.

Let ek
f(n) and ek

b(n) denote, respectively, the forward and
backward prediction errors at an intermediate order k,

ek
f�n� = x�n� + �

h=1

k

ak�h�x�n − h� (13)

ek
b�n� = x�n − k� + �

h=1

k

ak�h�x�n − k + h�. (14)

The Burg method minimizes the average of the forward
and backward error power on a finite support in a recur-
sive manner. That is, to obtain ak we minimize

�k =
1

2
��k

f + �k
p� (15)

where

�k
f =

1

�N − k� �n=k

N−1

	ek
f�n�	2 (16)

�k
b =

1

�N − k� �
n=0

N−k−1

	ek
b�n�	2 (17)

and

ak�h� = �ak−1�h� + rkak−1�k − h�, h = 1, 2, ���, k − 1
rk, h = k

(18)

rk being the reflection coefficient. By substituting Eq. (18)
in Eqs. (16) and (17) we find a recursive expression for the
forward and backward errors,

ek
f�n� = ek−1

f �n� + rkek−1
b �n − 1� (19)

ek
b�n� = ek−1

b �n − 1� + rkek−1
f �n� (20)

where

e0
f�n� = e0

b�n� = x�n�. (21)

To find rk we differentiate the kth prediction error power
with respect to rk, and by setting the derivative to zero we
obtain

rk =
−2�n=k

N−1
ek−1

f �n�ek−1
b �n − 1�

�n=k
N−1

	ek−1
f �n�	2 + 	ek−1

b �n − 1�	2
. (22)

The minimum-phase property is ensured because the
expression of rk is of the form rk � 2xy/(|x|2 + |y|2), where

x and y are vectors. Using the Schwarz inequality, it is
verified that rk has a magnitude lower than 1.

With the Burg method the minimization is done on a
finite support and the joint minimization of the forward
and backward errors leads to a stable filter. This method is
then suitable for data extrapolation with few observed
samples. The following algorithm computes the vector a
of LP coefficients at order K using the Burg method,

ef ← x
eb ← x
a ← 1

for k from 1 to K do

efp ← ef without its first element
ebp ← eb without its last element
rk ← −2ebp � efp
�ebp � ebp + efp � efp�
ef ← efp + rkebp

eb ← ebp + rk efp

a ← �a�0�, a�1�, ���, a�k�, 0�
+ rk�0, a�k�, a�k − 1�, ���, a�0��

end for.

2.2 Linear Prediction Parameters
The number of observed samples used to estimate the

LP coefficients has to be large enough to be able to extract
the signal periodicity, and short enough not to be too con-
strained by the past evolution. In our system the short-term
analysis module uses a sliding time–frequency transform
with a hop size of 360 samples on sound signals sampled
at CD quality (44.1 kHz). This means that the frequency
and amplitude trajectories are sampled at ≈120 Hz. Since
we want to handle natural vibrato with a frequency of
about 4 Hz, we need at least 30 samples to get the period
of the vibrato. For frequency and amplitude evolutions,
since we want to model exponentially increasing or de-
creasing evolutions (portamento) and sinusoidal evolu-
tions (vibrato, tremolo), the order of the LP model should
not be below 2. Most modulations are more complex than
the sinusoidal behavior of vibrato or tremolo, thus the
order should be set at a higher value.

The LP coefficients used to compute the predicted pa-
rameters P̂i and P̂j are estimated using the Burg method.
This method jointly minimizes the forward and backward
prediction errors defined by Eqs. (16) and (17). As a con-
sequence the number of observed samples must be at least
twice the model order. In the experiments presented here,
N is chosen as the minimum value between 40 and li or lj,
respectively, and the model order m is set to the integer
value closest to N/2.

3 MATCHING PARTIALS FROM BOTH SIDES OF
THE MISSING REGION

The first step to interpolate corrupted sinusoidal data in
the missing region is to decide which partial of B should
be linked to which partial of A to form a unique partial.
The problem of matching partials from both sides of the
missing region is shown in Fig. 2. The time interval is so
long that the evolution of the partials within the missing
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region has to be taken into account to achieve a good
match. We propose that this decision step can be done
using predicted information (P̂i and P̂j) computed using
the method introduced in the previous section.

This issue is quite similar to the partial tracking prob-
lem, but with a much longer time interval between ele-
ments to be linked. First a straightforward adaptation of
the partial tracking algorithm proposed in [1] is discussed.
It will be used in Section 6 for comparison purposes.
Couples of partials (Pi, Pj) such that the distance between
the last frequency of Pi and the first frequency of Pj is
below a given threshold �f are matched,

| fi(n1) − fj(n2)| < �f (23)

where fi(n1) is the last frequency of Pi and fj (n2) is the first
frequency of Pj, and �f is a threshold parameter in hertz.
Yet if the spectrum is changing within the gap interval,
this approach may be unsatisfactory, as explained in [9]
and shown in Fig. 4(a).

Considering that the parameters of the partials have a
predictable evolution is useful to match the partials of the
two B and A sets more reliably. Unfortunately, consider-
ing a simple Euclidean distance between the two predic-
tions in frequency or amplitude may lead to difficulties. If
the two predictions vary a lot, the thresholding procedure
should be more tolerant than if the two predictions are
nearly constant (see Fig. 3). To cope with this problem, a
Euclidean distance between the two predictions normal-
ized by the sum of the standard deviation of the two pre-
dictions is used to decide whether or not partials from both
sides of the missing region should be matched.

Let df (Pi, Pj) denote the normalized Euclidean distance
between the predicted frequencies f̂i and f̂j,

df�Pi, Pj� =��n=n1+1
n2−1

� f̂i�n� − f̂j�n��2

n2 − n1 − 1
. (24)

The normalized Euclidean distance dA (Pi, Pj) between the
predicted amplitude is defined similarly. Each couple of
partials (Pi, Pj) such that df (Pi, Pj) is below a given
threshold �f is a candidate for matching.

Next these candidates are considered in increasing df

distance order. The candidate partials are effectively
matched if two criteria involving predicted frequencies
and predicted amplitudes are satisfied. These criteria are
defined as

df�Pi,Pj�

1 + � � f̂i� + �� f̂j�
� Tf (25)

dA�Pi, Pj�

1 + ��Âi� + ��Âj�
� Ta (26)

where � (x) is the standard deviation of the vector x, and
Tf and Ta are threshold parameters in frequency and
amplitude.

If these criteria are met for a couple (Pi, Pj), the two
partials of the couple are merged in a unique partial Pm,
and each couple where Pi or Pj appears is removed from
the sorted list. The missing region of the resulting partial
P̂m is interpolated using the method described in the next
section. This process iterates until no satisfactory couple
remains. Using this algorithm, the matching is performed
even in modulated cases (see Fig. 4) without spurious link
in stationary cases [see Fig. 3(b)]. Finally unmatched par-
tials are extrapolated in the missing region using an algo-
rithm described in Section 5.

4 INTERPOLATING THE MISSING
INFORMATION WITHIN A PARTIAL

Let a couple (Pi, Pj) be represented as a unique partial
Pm. The interpolated frequency and amplitude parameters

Fig. 2. Matching partials from both sides of missing region.
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of P̂m, starting at n1 + 1 and ending at n2 − 1, are computed
by mixing the predicted frequency and amplitude param-
eters P̂i and P̂j. The phase continuity at the boundaries of
the missing region is then ensured by a method described
at the end of this section.

4.1 Frequency Interpolation
To compute f̂m(n) given the two predicted frequen-

cies f̂i(n) and f̂j(n), a crossfading is carried out by multi-
plying f̂i(n) by a window function w and f̂j(n) by 1 − w,

f̂m�n� = w � n − n1

n2 − n1
� f̂i�n� + �1 − w � n − n1

n2 − n1
�� f̂j�n�.

(27)

As can be seen in Fig. 5, the forward prediction is
of better quality than the backward one, since here Pi

is longer than Pj. In general the window function w(t)
used to crossfade the two predictions should then be asym-
metric in order to favor the prediction done with the larg-
est data set. The symmetric cosine window computed us-
ing Eq. (28) is equal to 0.5 in the middle of the missing
region,

c�t� =
1 + cos���1 + t��

2
. (28)

The symmetric crossfading done using this window func-
tion is relevant only if the two partials Pi and Pj have the

Fig. 3. Predictions of partials from both sides of missing region. (a) Trombone tone with glissando. (b) Transition between two piano
tones.
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same length. If Pi is three times longer than Pj, the window
should reach the 0.5 value at 3/4 of the missing region (see
Fig. 6). As a consequence, the window function must ful-
fill the following constraint:

w � li

li + lj
� =

1

2
. (29)

We propose that such an asymmetric crossfading can be
done using an asymmetric factor;

r�x, y� =
log�1
2�

log�c�x
�x + y���
(30)

where log is the Neperian logarithm.

This factor is computed according to li and lj, the re-
spective lengths of Pi and Pj. The asymmetric window
function is then

w�t� = �c�t�r �li,lj�, li 	 lj

1 − �1 − c�t��r �lj,li�, otherwise (31)

with t ∈ [0, 1].

4.2 Amplitude Interpolation
The amplitude of a partial is often much more modu-

lated than its frequency, as in speech signals. Even if mi-

Fig. 4. Results of matching process. (a) Reference method. (b) Proposed method.
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cromodulations of the amplitude parameter are preserved,
the long-term prediction is not satisfactory.

Before the crossfade the amplitude prediction of the
partial Pi is constrained to end at a given amplitude equal
to the mean amplitude of the partial Pj computed from
frame n2 to frame min(n2 + M, n2 + lj − 1). The parameter
M should be chosen so as to get an energy estimate of the
beginning of partial Pj. In the configuration presented in

Section 2.2, M is set to 30. Such a constraint is fulfilled by
adding to the predicted amplitude Âi an increment 
i(n)
defined as


i�n� =
n − n1

n2 − n1
���=0

min�M,lj−1�
Âj�n2 + ��

min�M, lj − 1� + 1
− Âi�n2��. (32)

Fig. 5. Interpolating frequencies of a partial of a saxophone with vibrato using AR modeling. Forward prediction; – – – backward
prediction with LP formalism; – � – predictions crossfaded using an asymmetric window favoring the more reliable predicted samples
(those of the forward prediction in this case). (a) Frequencies represented by dots are unavailable.

Fig. 6. Three crossfading windows computed using Eq. (31). From left to right, windows are computed with li/lj ∈ {2/1, 3/1, 9/1}.
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The same strategy is applied to Âj by adding an incre-
ment 
j(n) computed as follows:


j�n� =
n2 − n

n2 − n1
���=0

min�M,li−1�
Ai�n1 − ��

min�M, li − 1� + 1
− Âj�n1��. (33)

The corrected amplitudes are then asymmetrically cross-
faded to provide the interpolated amplitude,

Âm�n� = w � n − n1

n2 − n1
� �Âi�n� + 
i�n��

+ �1 − w � n − n1

n2 − n1
�� �Âj�n� + 
j�n��. (34)

4.3 Phase Interpolation
Using the interpolation strategy described in [8], the phase

of a partial Pm is interpolated using a maximally smooth
cubic polynomial having four constraints at the boundaries
fm(n1), �m(n1) and fm(n2), �m(n2). The interpolated frequen-
cies are then obtained by phase differentiation.

Inversely we propose to integrate the predicted frequen-
cies f̂m using the trapezoidal method. A phase increment �
defined below is added to each phase in the missing region
to ensure phase continuity at boundaries. Let us denote by
(n) the unwrapped phase at frame n, [�(n) � (n) mod
2�]. The subscript m is omitted for convenience.

In a first approximation the missing phases may be
computed from

̃�n1 + 1� = ��n1� + �T � f �n1� + f̂�n1 + 1�� (35)

̃�n� = ̃�n1 + 1� + �T �
�=n1+1

n

� f̂(� � 1)�f̂(�)] (36)

where n ∈ [n1 + 2, n2] and T is the hop size in seconds.
However, a phase discontinuity may occur at the end of
the missing region: �̃(n2) � �(n2). Let e� denote the error
of the phase extrapolation at n2,

e� � �̃(n2) − �(n2). (37)

We satisfy the continuity constraint of phase by “spread-
ing” the error through the whole missing region. The in-
terpolated phases are then computed during the missing
region as follows:

̂�n� = ̃�n� +
n − n1

n2 − n1
� (38)

where n ∈ [n1 + 1,n2] and � is chosen to ensure the con-
tinuity constraint at the end boundary: �̂(n2) − �(n2) � 0.
Since �(n2) is a known 2� modulus, the number of solu-
tions for � is infinite. The smallest one is retained,

� = �e� + 2�, 	e�	 � − �

e� − 2�, 	ê�	 	 �

e�, otherwise.
(39)

Given the predicted amplitudes and frequencies of the
partials from both sides of the missing region, we are able
to interpolate reliably the missing region of a partial. The
capability of this new interpolation scheme will be evalu-
ated in the remainder of this section, where a synthetized
version of the interpolated sinusoidal representation is

compared to the signal synthetized from the original sinu-
soidal representation.

4.4 Objective Evaluation
We simulate a missing region in the sinusoidal repre-

sentation S by deleting parameters of the partials existing
before and after the missing region. The other partials are
left as they are, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Missing parameters
of partials are then interpolated during the missing region
using the polynomial or the LP-based interpolation
scheme.

In all the experiments reported here the interpolation
scheme described in [1] is used for the intraframe inter-
polation of the parameters of the partials. The amplitude is
interpolated linearly and phases are computed using a
maximally smooth cubic polynomial. The reconstruction
signal-to-noise ratio (R-SNR) is used to evaluate the per-
formance of the algorithm tested,

R-SNR = 10 log10��m=0
M−1

�x�m� − x̂�m��2

�m=0
M−1

x2�m�
� (40)

where x(m) is the original temporal signal and x̂(m) the
synthesized signal of the sinusoidal representation inter-
polated using one of the two tested interpolation strategies.
For every gap size the result plotted in Fig. 8 is the mean
R-SNR for every position of the gap.

The LP-based interpolation is designed for musical
modulation management (vibrato, tremolo) and therefore
performs better for the saxophone tone or the vibraphone
tone and performs as well as the polynomial method in the
stationary case, such as for the harpsichord tone.

4.5 Subjective Evaluation
The two methods are compared by a subjective test

performed at France Telecom R&D with ten experts in
audio processing. Four audio signals were used: a saxo-
phone tone, a vibraphone tone, a soprano female voice,
and an orchestra piece. It tests the interpolation for gap
sizes from 80 to 820 ms. For every gap size and audio file,
the experts were asked to listen to the original set of par-
tials synthesized as an explicit reference signal. After this
first listening, they were asked to note four versions, one
with no interpolation performed, one with interpolation
performed using the polynomial approach, one with the
interpolation performed using the LP approach, and the
original set of partials synthesized as a hidden reference.

Fig. 7. Simulating a missing region.
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They were asked to note these four versions using the
100-point Mushra scale. The marks obtained by the two
interpolated versions are plotted in Fig. 9.

As can be seen in Fig. 9(a), a high-quality interpolation
of monophonic signals having vibrato (saxophone tone) or
tremolo (vibraphone tone) for missing region sizes close to
1 s is achieved. The audio signals having more complex
modulations, such as the singing voice or the orchestra
piece, are harder to interpolate, but the LP-based method is
a significant improvement [Fig. 9(b)].

5 EXTRAPOLATION OF
UNMATCHED PARTIALS

Considering that the matching between partials of B and
A is done correctly, unmatched partials of B belong to a
note decaying in the missing region and unmatched sinu-

soids of A belong to a note that started in the missing
region (see Fig. 1).

Let lB be the maximum length of the extrapolation of
unmatched partials of B and lA the maximum length of the
extrapolation of unmatched partials of A. The extrapola-
tion of unmatched partials Pi or Pj is done according to the
predicted parameters P̂i or P̂j. The predicted frequencies f̂i
or f̂j are used as is, and the extrapolated phases are com-
puted using Eq. (36).

In general, the amplitudes of the partials have a predict-
able behavior during the ending of the note (sustain or
decay). The predicted amplitude of the unmatched partial
of B can then be used safely to detect at which frame the
partial should end. The extrapolated amplitude Ãi(n) is
then the predicted amplitude Âi(n) faded as follows:

Ãi(n) � Âi(n) − �i(n) (41)

Fig. 8. Objective comparison of LP-based interpolation ( ) and polynomial interpolation (– – –) on three sound signals. (a)
Saxophone tone with vibrato. (b) Vibraphone. (c) Harpsichord.
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with

�i�n� =
n − n1

lB
max �Âi�n1 + lB�, 0�. (42)

If the extrapolated amplitude Ãi(n) becomes negative at a
frame n < n1 + lB, the extrapolated partial P̃i ends at frame
n − 1. As a consequence the partial may end before n1 +
lB, as shown in Fig. 1.

On the other hand, the amplitude of the partials during
an abrupt onset cannot be deduced from the amplitude of
the partial during the sustain part of the note. To at least
simulate an onset, all unmatched partials of A should begin
at the same frame index n2 − lA. The extrapolated amplitude
Ãj(n) is then the predicted amplitude Âj(n) faded as follows:

Ãj(n) � Âj(n) − �j(n) (43)

with

�j�n� =
n2 − n

lA
Âj�n2 − lA�. (44)

The extrapolated partial P̃j starts at the smaller frame index
n � n2 − lA so that Ãj (n + k) > 0, for all k � 0.

The parameters lB and lA should be chosen according to
the targeted application. For interpolating the sinusoidal
data lost due to a transmission error, the maximum gap
size allowed is generally small due to the limited data
buffering capability of the decoder. In this approach the
extrapolation should be parameterized to be tolerant to
mismatch that occurred during the matching step of the
algorithm. This can be done by setting lB � lA � n2 − n1

− 1 to ensure a fade in or out of unmatched sinusoids.
During the sinusoidal analysis step or with a digital data
restoration application, however, some extra information
about the spectral content can be used to estimate the
frame index where the unmatched partials of A should
start. The parameter lA can be set to an onset index esti-
mate for every gap occurring.

6 INTERPOLATION OF MISSING AUDIO DATA

This section compares three methods of prediction for
missing audio data using subjective listening tests with the
same protocol as the one used in Section 4.5. The temporal
method uses 2000 temporal samples from both sides of the

Fig. 9. Results of listening tests comparing polynomial-based method (�) and LP-based method (�) for five gap sizes. Symbols—
means of votes; lines—confidence intervals for each method.
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region to estimate two sets of 1000 LP coefficients using
the Burg method. The predictions obtained by filtering are
crossfaded using the window computed using Eq. (28).

The two other methods are based on sinusoidal model-
ing. First, two sets of partials (B and A) are extracted using
the sinusoidal analysis technique described in [15]. The
interpolated set of partials Ŝ is computed using one of the
two sinusoidal schemes and synthesized.

With the polynomial method the matching of partials is
done according to Eq. (23) with �f � 40 Hz. The missing
phases and frequencies are computed using the maximally
smooth cubic phase polynomial whereas the amplitude is
interpolated linearly. Extrapolated parameters of un-
matched partials are computed using the algorithm de-
tailed in Section 5, considering constant frequencies and
amplitudes as predicted parameters.

With the proposed method the matching is done using
the algorithm described in Section 3 with Tf � 0.5 and Ta

� 0.1. Interpolation of the missing parameters of the par-
tials uses the method described in Section 4, and the ex-
trapolated parameters of the unmatched partials are com-
puted using the algorithm detailed in Section 5 with lB �
n2 − n1 − 1 and lA � (n2 − n1 − 1)/2.

Five audio signals are used: a violin tone with vibrato,
a piano tone, an orchestra piece, a gong tone, and the
recording of two female soprano voices. The gap can be at
a sustained or at a transitional segment of the sound.

LP-based temporal interpolation has proven successful
for the interpolation of up to thousands of samples from
CD-quality audio signals without audible distortion [13],
[18]. The interpolation quality of longer gaps depends on
the characteristics of the signal. If it consists of stationary
partials like in the piano tone, the attenuation phenomenon
is lightly pronounced [see Fig. 10 (a), left]. Yet if the
interpolated signal has roughly the same number of par-
tials—around ten—with vibrato, the attenuation is very
pronounced [see Fig. 10 (a), right]. This attenuation prob-
lem explains why the marks obtained by this method range
from 30 to 50 when the parameters of the partials are
modulated (see Fig. 11). The sinusoidal model can be used
to cope with this attenuation problem [see Fig. 10(b), (c)].

The sinusoidal interpolation scheme based on polyno-
mial interpolation outperforms the temporal method for
gap sizes up to 320 ms (see Fig. 11). In counterpart, all
kinds of modulations disappear. This effect is perceived by
the listeners as a “freezing” of the sound throughout the
interpolated region. For larger gaps linear interpolation
gives an artificial interpolation, rated poorly by the listen-
ers. The rating can be even worse than the one obtained by
the temporal method. This is the case for the interpolation
of a 820-ms gap of the violin tone (see Fig. 11).

The proposed method keeps the advantages of the two
previous methods while avoiding some of their disadvan-
tages. Use of a sinusoidal model avoids the problem of
attenuation as long as long-gap interpolation can be
achieved. In addition AR modeling of the parameters of
the partials is useful to preserve the modulations important
to perception. The gong tone and the two soprano voices
have partials with small-range modulations. The violin tone
with vibrato has a larger range of frequency modulations.

For all these sounds the ratings go from 90 to 70 in a
regular decay for gap sizes from 320 to 820 ms. The
soprano voices can even be interpolated during 1.6 s with
a good mark. The partials extracted from the orchestra
piece have complex modulations because they represent
harmonics of several notes and noise. The prediction ca-
pability is then lower than in the previous cases, but a fair
quality can be achieved for gap sizes up to 450 ms.

If the gap occurs during a transition, some important
information is lost and the quality of interpolation is lower,
(see Fig. 12). In this case the temporal scheme seems to be
better appreciated, probably because of the attenuation ef-
fect that simulates a fade in/fade out centered at the middle
of the gap. Concerning sinusoidal interpolation schemes,
the quality is improved by the use of the matching algo-
rithm presented in Section 3, which is useful to avoid a
mismatch of partials of different tones.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper an enhanced method is proposed for the
interpolation of audio signals based on linear prediction in
sinusoidal modeling. It is shown that AR modeling of the
parameters of the partials allows those partials to be in-
terpolated reliably. Partials having simple modulations
such as vibrato or tremolo allow high-quality interpolation
for gap sizes up to 1 s. More complex modulations are
harder to interpolate, but the proposed method shows a
significant improvement over the polynomial method.
Since these modulations are important to perception [10],
the sinusoidal interpolation of missing audio data is more
realistic. The listening tests showed that the proposed method
provides fair interpolation for complex polyphonic signals
for gap sizes up to 450 ms and good interpolation for
monophonic modulated tones for gap sizes up to 1600 ms.
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